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Nothing has impacted my run gait more than running with sandals. But these are not normal sandals. You won't find them at your local sporting goods store. The sandals I use are Shamma Sandals and they are about as close to barefoot as you can get. When I say that they changed my run gait, I mean it was an instant change. No effort required. According to my Suunto Ambit 2 GPS, my cadence went from 87ish to more than 90 (sometimes as high as 98) automatically. This resulted in a shift to a more mid foot strike and lower impact forces. You simply cannot heel strike in this type of footwear. It is possible to increase your cadence with more traditional footwear but there is a big advantage to doing it automatically. It allows you to focus your concentration on other issues, in this case posture and hip engagement. The end result for me is that I could put much more focus on those two efforts. You simply cannot focus on 3 or more run biomechanics issues at a time. Two items however are workable. I simply shift my focus back and forth between “chin in and run tall” and “pelvis back to neutral, engage hips.” My experience with run gait correction with hundreds of individuals has proven that these 3 issues (cadence, posture, hip engagement) are the 90% solution. My running sandals simply take care of one of those issues with no effort required. They also shift me to a forefoot or mid foot strike (depending on running surface), rather than a heel strike.

In the book Born to Run, Christopher McDougal made a compelling argument for a shift to more minimal running shoes. What does the science say on the subject? Micahel Warburton does a good job of summarizing the state of the science here in the journal Sportscience. Some of his arguments include:

- When comparing shod and barefoot populations in Haitii, injury rates of the lower extremities were much lower in the barefoot population (Robbins and Hanna, 1987).
- Footwear can increase the risk of ankle sprains (most common acute running injury) by decreasing awareness of foot position and reducing feedback from mechanoreceptors of the foot (Robbins et al., 1995).
- Barefoot running may reduce stress on the plantar fascia (common site of chronic running injury) by transferring the force to the yielding musculature (Robbins and Hanna, 1987).
- Barefoot runners tend to land mid-foot, rather than on the heel, engaging the foot’s soft tissue support system, which spreads the load and possibly strengthening that system over time (Yeisis 2000).

Even the American College of Sports Medicine is now recommending a shift towards less structured footwear. In their publication entitled Selecting Running Shoes, available here, they recommend choosing shoes that:

- Have minimal heel to toe drop.
- Neutral, with no motion control or stability components.
- Light, 10 oz or less.

They recommend steering clear of:
• High, thick cushioning.
• High heel to toe drop.
• Extra arch support.

In other words, they are recommending more minimal shoes.

The US Army took a look at the effectiveness of assigning running shoe types based on foot shape, a practice that has been popular for decades, and is still used in running shoe stores throughout the country. They looked at over 1,000 individuals and found that “assigning running shoes based on the shape of the plantar surface had little influence on injury risk….even after controlling for other risk factors.” (Knapik et al. 2010).

Barefoot runners, regardless of the type of surface studied, tend to land with more of a fore foot strike, reducing impact forces (Lieberman et al., 2010).

Barefoot runners land with a flatter foot posture, reducing heel impact forces and reducing forces at the knee and hip (De Wit, De Clercq and Aerts, 2000)

The tide has clearly turned in recent years, with most shoe manufacturers offering a “minimalist” lineup. The experts are converging on a consensus that all of the structure built into running shoes in the last couple of decades has not been effective and may even be counterproductive. I certainly share that view.

So that brings us back to running sandals. They are about as close to barefoot as you can get, while still maintaining some minimal protection from glass, hot asphalt, rocks etc. For improving run gait, I find minimalist running sandals to be a great tool. However, I did not just strap them on and start running. I spent 3 years gradually working myself to more minimal footwear, so I was ready. It takes time to adapt to minimalist footwear without injury. You cannot reverse 20+ years of structural foot changes from wearing shoes in just a few weeks.

If more minimal shoes are better why are people getting injured in minimal shoes? Below is a plot of ground reaction forces (the force between your foot and the ground). Note that the impact peak forces can be up to 2 X your bodyweight and push off forces (active peak) can be even greater.
These forces place stress upon the tissues of the body. Bones, ligaments, muscles, tendons and cartilage are stressed. However, this is not necessarily bad news. The body responds to these mechanical stresses by remodeling. There are two types of remodeling, elastic (good) and plastic (bad). Elastic modeling occurs when your body experiences a small amount of damage and responds by repairing the damage in a way that strengthens the tissues (adaptation) to become more resilient or resistant to future damage. Plastic remodeling occurs when the damage is great enough that the body’s remodeling mechanisms are overwhelmed and cannot fully compensate, so that there is plastic remodeling (lingering damage) that results in the tissue being more susceptible to damage in the future. Stress is delivered in two primary ways, intensity (greater force) and volume density (mileage/time – miles per week). In other words, stress can result from running harder/faster or by increasing volume or both.

If we look at the elastic and plastic stress zones over time, and we factor in adaptation, it looks like the graph below.

There are a couple of things to note in the graph. First, if stress is high enough, you get plastic remodeling and if it is low enough, you get no remodeling (no adaptation). If the stress is appropriate, you get elastic remodeling. Note that the elastic remodeling stress gets higher over time, as does the plastic and no remodeling zones. This is adaptation, or simply, increased durability. As long as you keep the training stress in the elastic zone, you get increased durability. If we plot training stress on this graph and include training and recovery days, while ensuring that we do not exceed the elastic remodeling zone, it would look like the graph below.
In this example, we get elastic remodeling because training stress does not drift into the plastic remodeling range. However, if we do a bit too much, too soon (i.e., too much running, too soon in more minimal footwear) we get the response below.
In this case, we exceeded the elastic remodeling zone a couple of times and did some plastic remodeling (damage that overwhelmed our recovery ability) and as a result we lowered the damage threshold (plastic remodeling zone). We have increased the potential for injury and have reduced durability. Most people who shift to minimalist shoes or sandals will enter this pattern. They ramp up too quickly, experience injuries and reduced durability, then have to scale back training stress until they recover, then repeat.

Highly structured running shoes place some of this stress on the structural components of the shoe, rather than all of it on the foot. This is especially true of arch supports and cushioning. The remaining forces are borne by the foot. However, the foot cannot function normally in a highly structured shoe. Also, if you are relying on your shoes to absorb some of these forces in order to minimize injuries, your feet will be very sensitive to wear and tear of the shoe and to issues like exact fit (and lacing) and changes in the structure of the shoe as the particular model evolves. Relying on highly structured shoes to prevent injury does not work. Decades of scientific data has proven this point. Strengthening the foot is a better way. It turns out that the foot can optimally absorb these forces, and spread them out optimally throughout the structures of the foot while barefoot (and while wearing really minimalist shoes, like running sandals). And an optimally functioning foot, with proper load distribution is very resilient and resistant to injury. In fact, the barefoot foot can be much more resistant to injury than a well-supported shod foot. But the constant wear of shoes has weakened some parts of the foot, specifically the parts of the foot that are supported by shoes, and our feet do not function normally (initially) when shifting to minimal footwear. This can lead to a situation where some structures of the foot are placed in plastic remodeling when making the shift to minimal footwear. The key is to stay in the elastic remodeling zone. You do this with a good minimal footwear transition plan. This achieves two things, it strengthens the structures of the foot (well beyond what could be achieved with structured footwear) and it allows the foot to start to function normally (i.e., optimally spreading forces throughout the foot). The goal is to end up in very minimal footwear, with proper functioning, strong, injury resistant feet. The bonus is that knee and hip stresses will be reduced and run biomechanics improved automatically. It is a win/win. Here is what I would recommend when shifting to running sandals:

**First 3-6 months:** Wear the Shammas for everyday wear. Wear them as much as you can for walking around the house, shopping, whatever. These short walks are the ideal way to break in the sandals and to begin to condition your feet (build toughness) and allow them to function normally. If you need to wear socks, Injinji socks are a great choice. I find the Injinji socks to be sufficient with my sandals down to 30 degrees (F). Use slightly more minimal running shoes for running. Look for shoes that are more flexible and have less heel to toe drop than what you are currently wearing. Don’t increase mileage much initially. Wear minimal running shoes for long walks. The shoes should be even more minimal than your running shoes. Insert a longer walk one day per week (i.e., 1-2 hours). Do this for the entire 3-6 months. That way you are toughening up the ligaments and tendons in your foot by wearing less supportive footwear, but you are not exceeding the stress threshold that would cause damage. This is a critical phase that should not be skipped.

**Second 3-6 months:** Shift to the minimal shoes you used for walking for both running and long walks. Continue to use the Shammas for every day wear. Incorporate the Shammas for short walks.
(1/2 - 3/4 mile) slow jogs at the end of a couple of the runs each week. Again, running 3-4 times per week, plus one long walk would be ideal.

**Third 3-6 months:** Continue to run in your minimal shoes, but use the Shammas for every day wear, plus your long walk. Bring a pair of Injinji socks along for the first couple of long walks. You may need to adjust your sandal straps a couple of times until you find the most comfortable configuration. Continue to add the short jogs in Shammas at the end of your runs.

**Fourth 3-6 months:** Shammas for every day wear, for long walks, and now for 1-2 of your runs each week.

**Fifth 3-6 months:** If all goes well, at the end of this 3-6 month period, shift entirely to the Shammas.

This is a very conservative strategy but it is best to do this right and do it once. It took me more than 3 years to make a complete transition. If you try to rush it, you will end up taking much longer because you will have to battle whatever chronic injury pops up first, then start the process over again. You cannot fix decades of foot weakening from shoe wear in just a couple of months. Those who are under 30 years old who have been habitually physically active can use the shorter timeframe.

Why run in sandals? For me the reason is that I wanted stronger, more injury resistant feet. More than 3 years later, and at 48 years old, my feet have never felt better. You don't get strong feet when you support them with lots of built up structure and motion control. There are lots of running sandals available. I don't know anything about other brands. I use Shamma Sandals because they work well, are very durable and are extremely comfortable.
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